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Abstract

Video anomaly detection has proved to be a challenging
task owing to its unsupervised training procedure and high
spatio-temporal complexity existing in real-world scenar-
ios. In the absence of anomalous training samples, state-
of-the-art methods try to extract features that fully grasp
normal behaviors in both space and time domains using dif-
ferent approaches such as autoencoders, or generative ad-
versarial networks. However, these approaches completely
ignore or, by using the ability of deep networks in the hi-
erarchical modeling, poorly model the spatio-temporal in-
teractions that exist between objects. To address this issue,
we propose a novel yet efficient method named Ano-Graph
for learning and modeling the interaction of normal ob-
jects. Towards this end, a Spatio-Temporal Graph (STG)
is made by considering each node as an object’s feature ex-
tracted from a real-time off-the-shelf object detector, and
edges are made based on their interactions. After that, a
self-supervised learning method is employed on the STG
in such a way that encapsulates interactions in a seman-
tic space. Our method is data-efficient, significantly more
robust against common real-world variations such as illu-
mination, and passes SOTA by a large margin on the chal-
lenging datasets ADOC and Street Scene while stays com-
petitive on Avenue, ShanghaiTech, and UCSD.1

1. Introduction
Video Anomaly Detection (VAD) is the task of detect-

ing those events which have rarely (or not) been observed
in available training samples. Due to the ambiguity of the
abnormal concept and inaccessibility of such data in train-
ing duration, learning the shared characteristics of abnor-
mal events is not straightforward. In this circumstance, the
anomaly detector is usually supposed to be trained in the
absence of abnormal classes[60]. For VAD, such a detec-
tor needs to be able to detect not only both spatially and

*Equal contribution.
1Our code is available at https://github.com/masoudpz/
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Figure 1. Our method can understand normal Spatio-temporal in-
teractions of objects and distinguish anomalous behaviors based
on them. Features of objects are considered as nodes of the graph.
Spatial edges are undirected black ones, and directed green ones
show temporal interactions. At the test time, a discriminator D is
trained that discern normal graphs from abnormal ones using an
anomaly score.

temporally anomalous event [55, 69, 63, 90], but also can
understand the irregular video object interactions. Ow-
ing to the mentioned challenges and growing related crit-
ical applications such as detecting criminal events [70],
road-traffic accidents [36] and, vehicle collisions for self-
driving cars [84], VAD has recently gained significant atten-
tion [13, 14, 15, 19, 25, 26, 34, 42, 48, 50, 51, 88, 80, 17].

To model spatio-temporal features, traditionally, proba-
bilistic approaches such as [4, 7, 28, 46, 81] were used,
which were not accurate and robust to noise. However,
with the advancement of deep learning, deep neural net-
work approaches have become dominant. As an effective
model that learns the semantic representation space, Gener-
ative Adversarial Networks (GANs) have been used broadly
for the anomaly detection tasks [68, 62, 3, 32, 65]. Never-
theless, they suffer from serious problems such as unsta-
ble training process, irreproducibility of results, and mode
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collapse [11]. On the other hand, Autoencoders (AEs)
have a handy training process and their results are repro-
duced easily. Therefore, recently, AE-based approaches
[1, 64, 9, 51, 19, 61, 21, 91] have been used dominantly
aiming to encode and decode every consecutive fixed T
frames of normal training samples, supposedly failing to
reconstruct anomalous ones. Nevertheless, As [66, 67]
show, AE performances are susceptible to background in-
formation or complex scenes. Therefore, variants of them
based on object detection [25, 87], Self-Supervised Learn-
ing (SSL) methods [39, 48, 72, 89], or latent space cluster-
ing have been proposed [26]. Although such methods have
achieved the state-of-the-art (SOTA) results, they were not
able to recognize the abnormal interaction which occurred
in videos.

Lately, [49] has shown the conspicuous effect of explic-
itly considering the interactions of objects through time and
space in modeling video contexts for video captioning tasks.
Despite this fact, some previous VAD approaches com-
pletely ignore the interactions of objects through space or
time or build them using external supervision [71, 92]. Oth-
ers tend to learn such relationships implicitly based on raw
pixels using the hierarchical Deep Neural Network (DNN)
structures in a very local period for each T frame. This
results in downsides such as the need for fine-tuning the pa-
rameter T for each training set, and also the inability in rep-
resenting and modeling long-term temporal dependencies.

On the other hand, in a supervised setting, [73, 78]
have used Spatio-Temporal Graphs (STG) [86] to explic-
itly model high-level entities’ interactions and by alleviat-
ing mentioned downsides achieved satisfying results. Also,
[16, 23, 78, 79] have achieved great success on the super-
vised classification tasks using STG models. Nevertheless,
taking advantage of the STG for anomaly detection as an
unsupervised task is not a straightforward procedure.

To overcome the mentioned difficulties for modeling the
interactions of objects while doing the training process in
a completely unsupervised setting, we propose Ano-Graph.
It tries to make a specific kind of STGs that captures spatio-
temporal interactions while is trained using a SSL method.
In this way, we not only can make a semantic normal repre-
sentation space in both spatial and temporal domains with-
out the need of fine-tuning any parameter such as T but
also in a completely unsupervised training manner. Besides,
SSL methods on graphs have recently shown significant
performance on unsupervised graph representation learning
problems [85, 93, 22, 76].

Our method consists of several steps. As Fig. 1 shows, at
first, a real-time object detector such as Faster-RCNN [57]
is exploited to detect objects that exist in each frame.
Then each object is considered as a node of the graph and
some spatial edges are built based on the Intersection Over
Union (IOU) of objects’ bounding boxes. This helps with

better modeling of objects’ interactions thorough the space.
Then, for modeling temporal relations, only consecutive
frames’ interactions are exploited. This not only reduces the
training complexity significantly but also by using Graph
Convolution Networks (GCNs) [30] local information could
be passed and aggregated from nodes to model complex
global interactions. Hence, some edges are built based on
the cosine similarity of objects in consecutive timestamps
t and t + 1. Finally, inspired by [76], as a well-known
self-supervised learning method on graphs, we learn node
representations of which containing both local and global
information of all spatio-temporal interactions of objects.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to explicitly
model spatio-temporal interactions of objects for anomaly
detection without exploiting any external supervision. Also,
we show the effectiveness of graphical modeling in combi-
nation with SSL methods through extensive experiments. In
summary, our main contributions are: (1) modeling normal
interactions of objects using a STG and introducing a new
perspective for the anomaly detection domain, (2) using
graph SSL methods to eliminate the cost of extra labeling
tasks and adopt our framework with unsupervised training
procedure, (3) providing a real-time and precise anomalous
object localization thanks to its object-level training proce-
dure and, (4) conducting a huge number of diverse experi-
ments, and outperforming SOTA methods on many datasets
yet staying competitive on the rest.

2. Related Works
Traditionally, video anomaly detection was done using

hand-engineered features for motion and appearance [2, 4,
10, 35, 41, 44, 46]. However, almost all of the recent
works are based on deep neural networks and try to extract
normal representation space from the training dataset us-
ing different approaches such as AE-based methods [1, 86,
19, 64], SSL methods [89, 17, 39], using pre-trained neu-
ral networks [50, 88, 63], extracting human body’s skele-
ton graphs [47, 45], GAN [20] based approaches [56, 32]
or combinations of them. Here we explain the closest ap-
proaches.

Latent space auto-regression for novelty detec-
tion (LSA) [1], for example, is an AE-based framework
that tries to train an auto-regressive model on the latent
space of the AE. Then both scores of the auto-regressive
model and the reconstruction error are used to make the
final abnormality score. [64, 88] attempt to train an AE
in a GAN-based [20] framework. This facilitates taking
the advantage of using the discriminator’s output instead
of reconstruction loss which is susceptible to noise, for
detecting anomalies. [19, 51] try to use memory-based
AEs to learn different normal patterns for the normal
representation space. This consequently helps to increase
the reconstruction error of anomalous test time samples and
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Figure 2. Visualized summary of our proposed framework. At first, features of objects are extracted using an off-the-shelf object detection
model. Then, using IOU and cosine similarity, spatio-temporal interactions are modeled that is shown by STG G. Having made the
spatio-temporal structure, the whole graph is passed to an encoder E to obtain the embeddings of nodes

−→
hi , and graph’s summary−→s . Then

the discriminator D is trained to distinguish match or mismatch exist between the global level embedding and local ones for normal and
abnormal graphs using −→s and

−→
hi . Abnormal graphs (X̂, Â) are made using the stochastic corruption function C. At the test time, the

videos are concatenated to each other, and a whole graph is extracted out of them. Then the graph is passed to E and test time embeddings
are extracted. At last, the discriminator finds abnormal embeddings of nodes using their discrepancy with the summary vector −→s that is
obtained from the training process.

discern them from normal ones.

As AEs do not generalize well on unseen normal test
time samples in complex scenes [67], [39, 72] try to use
U-Net [59] to predict future frames using previously seen
frames. This helps the framework to bypass semantically ir-
relevant information to the output, which results in increas-
ing normal sample generalization and reduces the amount
of False-Positive-Rate (FPR). Similarly, [89, 48] use U-Net
in combination with inpainting and appearance motion cor-
respondence to learn better normal representation spaces.

Recently [25] has proposed a framework that focuses on
the objects of interest in the training process. To do so, it
firstly uses the off-the-shelf SSD object detector [37] to rec-
ognize objects that exist in each frame, then encodes motion
and appearance information of the corresponding objects
in each frame using the latent space of a CAE (Convolu-
tional AE). Finally, k binary SVMs are trained on the latent
space based on pseudo-labels obtained using a clustering
algorithm to be used in assigning abnormality scores at the
test time.

From a different point of view, [47, 45] attempt to ex-
tract each person skeleton’s graph or pose and train a frame-
work to learn normal skeleton trajectories from the training
dataset. This helps them to identify human-related irreg-
ular events from video sequences more accurately. Also,
[92] attempts to use GCN to approach the problem in a
semi-supervised noisy training label setting using a pre-
trained action recognition network. The same procedure is
followed in [71] that tries to build scene-aware contextual
graphs. It models temporal interactions using a RNN and
generates pseudo-labels based on a clustering approach to

classify the graphs as normal or anomaly. Nonetheless, in
order to achieve meaningful centers, a pre-trained network
on Visual-Genome [31] dataset is exploited and some prior
knowledge on the normal distribution modes is needed.

3. Proposed Method
As mentioned, the spatio-temporal interactions of ob-

jects are very informative for video understanding. For
instance, to prevent car crashes in the application of self-
driving cars, noticing both spatial and temporal anoma-
lous behaviors of objects is important for making real-
time reactions. Graphs are a well-form data structure
for representing and modeling different kinds of interac-
tions [73, 78, 49, 86, 16]. Therefore, we propose to repre-
sent the interactions of normal video objects using a STGG.
Then, inspired by [76], a discriminator (D) is trained to de-
tect a correspondence between the normal graph’s summary
information (−→s ) obtained from (R), and the embedding of
each node (

−→
hi) obtained using the Encoder (E). −→s is sup-

posed to convey global level information of the graph while
−→
hi includes the average of neighbourhood level information
for each node. Here, R is a simple averaging function and
E is a graph convolutional network.

In general,D is supposed to learn to distinguish between
corrupted graph’s local embeddings and normal ones. This
happens using the mismatch between the summary vector
obtained using the only normal graph, and abnormal cor-
rupted graph’s local embeddings. At the test time, D’s out-
put could be used to detect abnormalities since they do not
obey learned normal semantic regularities and structures.
An overview of our method has been shown in Fig. 2.



Feature Representation: In order to extract the features
of nodes, Faster-RCNN [57] as a baseline for object de-
tection is used. We run the mentioned object detector on
each frame to extract 2048 dimensional features of objects
X = {x11, x12, ..., x

j
t , ..., x

NT

T } as will be discussed in Sec.
4.1. xjt is the jth from Nt objects in the frame t, and T
is the size of the video (i.e. the number of frames). In this
way, X is a high-level representation of the video which
can be easily formed into a Spatio-Temporal Graph (STG).
Each element of X is considered as a node of the STG and
is shown by −→xi in some parts of further explanations.

STG Generation: spatio-temporal graph i.e. Gst of a
video with T frames is made by using the spatial Gspacet

and the temporal Gtimet graphs for all timestamps t ∈ T .
Spatial relations are modeled based on the IOU of each
frame’s objects. For the temporal part, the relationships of
objects in consecutive frames are only considered. This not
only significantly reduces the training complexity but also
helps the network to reduce the effect of object detection
noise. Additionally, by using Graph Convolutional Net-
works (GCN) [30], temporal information could be passed
through the network and model long-term temporal interac-
tions of objects effectively.

Spatial Graph : Similar to [49, 78, 79], the normalized
IOU between different objects in each frame, as a good cri-
terion to show the amount of their co-occurrence, is used.
This helps the model to learn which objects have more spa-
tial dependency on each other. Eq. 1 shows how a weighted
edge is made based on the value of relative intersections of
objects at the time t that is shown by σtij .

Gspacetij =
eσtij∑Nt

j=1 e
σtij

, (1)

Gspacet is a RNt×Nt undirected graph that each of its
elements (i, j) shows the normalized spatial connectivity
of ith and jth objects at time step t.

Temporal Graph: For finding temporal relations, the
relative cosine similarity between features of objects in
consecutive frames is exploited. This helps the model
to learn spatial relations through a temporal perspective,
which results in learning long-term semantic interactions.
Eq. 2 shows how temporal graph Gtimet is made.

Gtimetij =
ecos(x

i
t,x

j
t+1)∑Nt+1

j=1 ecos(x
i
t,x

j
t+1)

, (2)

Gtimet is a RNt×Nt+1 directed graph that each of its
elements (i, j) shows the normalized temporal interaction
of ith and jth objects at time steps t and t+ 1.

Spatio-Temporal Graph: After making each of
the previous graphs, inspired by [49], the final

spatio-temporal graph Gst is formed as follows:

Gst =



Gspace1 Gtime1 0 . . . 0
0 Gspace2 Gtime2 . . . 0
0 0 Gspace3 . . . 0
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
0 . . . . . GspaceT


where Gst is RN×N and each of its elements are built as

mentioned above. Also, N =
∑T
t=1Nt, and zero elements

are zero matrices whose shapes are adjusted based on their
neighbours. Note that for making Gst at both test and train-
ing times all frames of all video samples are concatenated to
each other respectively. This is more similar to real-world
scenarios when the training video might contain different
contexts. Thanks to GCN, these contexts are learned during
the training process. From now on, For simplicity we use A
instead of Gst.

Normal Interactions Learning: Given a set of node
features X = {−→x1,−→x2, ...,−→xN} where N is the number of
nodes in the graph,−→xi ∈ Rk represents the feature vector of
node i, and A ∈ RN×N as an adjacency matrix that shows
relational information between nodes (Gst), we attempt to
find embeddings H = {

−→
h1,
−→
h2, ...,

−→
hN} that capture both

local and global information existing in the graph for each
node. H is obtained by passing the graph representation
to an encoder E(H, A) : RN×k × RN×N −→ RN×K

′

that is a graph convolutional encoder, and K ′ is the size
of its output embedding. E(H, A) is supposed to gener-
ate node representations by repeated aggregation over local
node neighborhoods, and its key goal is finding node repre-
sentations

−→
hi that summarize a patch of the graph centered

around node i rather than just the node itself.
To do so, inspired by [76], we try to find a global graph-

level summary vector −→s which is obtained by leveraging a
readout functionR : RN×K −→ RK that tries to aggregate
patch-level representations

−→
hi through Eq. 3.

R(H) = σ
( 1
N

∑N

i=1

−→
h i
)

(3)

Then a discriminator D : RK × RK −→ R =
σ(
−→
hi
TW−→s ) is used to assign a probability score based on

the existence of the patch level summary
−→
hi in the global

graph level summary −→s . Here, W is a learnable scoring
matrix and σ is the logistic sigmoid probability function.

Using discriminator in the aforementioned setting could
lead to trivial solutions due to the absence of any nega-
tive samples. To address this problem, a simple contrastive
learning approach is exploited. Using an explicit stochas-
tic corruption function C(X,A) = (X̂, Â) : RN×K ×
RN×N −→ RM×K ×RM×M negative sample graphs that
could be seen as generated abnormal samples (X̂, Â) are



made. We observed that setting the C as a simple row-wise
permutation function on only the matrix A achieves equal
results compared to more complex ones. Finally, the total
training loss is defined as Eq. 4.

L =
1

N +M

(∑N

i=1
E(X,A)

[
logD(

−→
h i,
−→s )
]

+
∑M

j=1
E(X̂,Â)

[
log(1−D(

−→
ĥ j ,
−→s ))

]) (4)

This procedure maximizes the mutual information be-
tween

−→
hi and−→s , which means semantic normal representa-

tion embeddings are obtained in both local in global resolu-
tions. Meanwhile, it trains a discriminator to distinct infor-
mation that does not correspond to the structure of normal
training samples, which could be used at the test time. For
theoretical proof please refer to Appendix.

3.1. Anomaly Score

As mentioned earlier, owing to specific role of the dis-
criminator in the training process, it learns how to discern
structural irregularities with respect to normal training sam-
ples. Therefore, at the test time, the Gst of test time videos
is obtained using the same training time procedure. Then it
is passed through the encoder E, and test time features of
objects

−−→
htesti are extracted. Finally, using the training sum-

mary −→s the anomaly score is computed at the object level
as shown in Eq. 5.

Anomaly Score = 1−D
(−→
hi
test,−→s

)
(5)

The more the anomaly score, the higher the probability
of being an anomalous object for the test input.

4. Experiments
In this section, the proposed method i.e. Ano-Graph is

evaluated on standard VAD benchmarks. The performance
results are analyzed in details and are compared with SOTA
techniques.

4.1. Setups

As mentioned above, to make the training time graph all
video samples are concatenated to each other. However, for
the test time one, all respective frames from t − i to t + i
for an arbitrary length i at a specific time t are concatenated
to each other. We set i with respect to each dataset’s frame
per second value in such a way that includes the next and
previous 1 second period at a specific time t. Even so, our
method is not sensitive to a specific value of i and it could
be set to higher or lower values without any need of retrain-
ing. Note that all the process is done in real-time since at
each time step t + 1 only Gspacet+i+1 and Gtimet+i+1 are added to
the current Gst while Gspacet−i and Gtimet−i could be removed.

In order to make the process even faster, a one-layer Graph
Convolutional Network (GCN) is used as our encoder E.
To extract object features, we have used Detectron2 [82].
First apply a Faster R-CNN (with ResNet-101-C4 back-
bone) [18] pre-trained on COCO Dataset [38] to generate
object bounding boxes for each frame. We set the confi-
dence score threshold for a detection to 0.65 for all train-
ing datasets. Given the output bounding boxes we apply
RoI pooling [18] to extract features of the corresponding re-
gions. Specifically, we first project the bounding boxes onto
the feature map from the last convolutional layer of ResNet-
101, then apply RoI pooling to crop and rescale the object
features within the projected bounding boxes into the same
spatial dimension. This generates a 14×14×2048 feature
for each object, which is then average-pooled to 1×1×2048.
Moreover, There is no constraint on the amount of objects
in one frame.

Also, adam SGD optimizer [29] with an initial learning
rate of 0.001 in combination with early stopping strategy on
the observed training loss, with a patience of 200 epochs
are used. Batch size is set to 64 for 10000 epochs and all
experiments are conducted on GeForce GTX 1080 Ti.

4.2. Datasets

We evaluate our method on popular datasets such
as UCSD-Ped2 [44], Avenue [41], ShanghaiTech [43],
and also the challenging recently introduced datasets
ADOC [52] and Street Scene [53] as well. Each dataset has
pre-defined training and test sets, anomalous events being
included only at test time.

UCSD-Ped2: UCSD-Ped2 contains 16 training and 12
test videos. The videos illustrate various crowded scenes,
and anomalies include bicycles, vehicles, skateboarders and
wheelchairs crossing pedestrian areas. The resolution of
each frame is 240 × 360 pixels.

Avenue: This dataset is consist of 16 training videos
with normal activity and 21 test videos. Anomalous events
consists of people running, throwing objects or walking in
the wrong direction. The resolution of each video is 360 ×
640 pixels.

ShanghaiTech: ShanghaiTech is one of the largest video
anomaly detection datasets that consists of 330 training
videos and 107 test videos. The training videos merely con-
sists of normal events. However, the test videos contain
both normal and abnormal ones including robbing, jump-
ing, fighting and bikers in pedestrian areas. The resolution
of each video is 480 × 856 pixels.

ADOC: A Day on Campus (ADOC), with 25 event
types, spanning over 721 instances and occurring over a
period of 24 hours with different lighting situations and ex-
treme imbalanced event frequencies, is one of the most chal-
lenging anomaly detection datasets. The resolution of each
video is 1080p and the frame-rate of 3 frames per second.



Street Scene: This dataset consists of 46 training video
sequences and 35 testing video sequences with resolution
of 1280 x 720 pixels which taken from a static USB camera
looking down on a scene of a two-lane street with bike lanes
and pedestrian sidewalks. Videos were collected from the
camera at various times during two consecutive summers.
All of the videos were taken during the daytime. It includes
205 abnormal events.

4.3. Evaluation

Similar to previous methods [39, 64, 26, 25, 51, 19, 1] the
frame-level area under the curve (AUC) is exploited for
evaluation the performance of our method on Avenue,
ShanghaiTech, UCSD-Ped2, ADOC, and Street Scene
datasets. We consider a frame as anomaly, if it contains
at least one detected abnormal pixel. For ADOC we not
only use frame-level AUC but also for the test time thresh-
old in which the difference of True-Positive-Rate (TPR)
and False-Positive-Rate (FPR) is maximized, the values of
True Negative (TN), False Positive (FN), True Positive(TP),
False Positive (FP), accuracy, and nlilo-Accuracy are com-
puted as suggested in the respective paper. Also, Track-
Based Detection Criterion (TBDR) and Region-Based De-
tection Criterion (RBDR) are reported on Street Scene
dataset. In all experiments positive class is considered as
anomaly.

4.4. Results

Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3 show the performance of
our method i.e. Ano-Graph in comparison with previous
SOTA methods for VAD. The reported results are borrowed
from original papers or standard benchmarks (whenever
available) on Avenue, ShangahiTech, UCSD-Ped2, ADOC,
and Street Scene. Since no results are available on the re-
cently proposed Street Scene dataset, we have reported the
performance of the official source code of some of the most
popular SOTA methods on this dataset. For the sake of con-
sistency the same set of SOTA methods are reported for both
ADOC and Street Scene.

4.4.1 Results on Avenue, ShanghaiTech & UCSD-
Ped2:

First, we evaluate our method on these conventional VAD
datasets as mentioned in Sec. 4.3. The number of anoma-
lous events for Avenue, ShanghaiTech, and UCSD-Ped2 are
47, 130, and 20 respectively, and all of them are less than
3.6 hours [52]. We compare our method with an exhaus-
tive set of SOTA approaches, including generative, SSL and
AE-based methods, in Table 1. As it can be seen, the results
of our method is comparable or even better compared with
the other considered methods. Note that some approaches
such as Chang et al. [6] and Rodrigues et al. [58] while

Table 1. AUC in % for frame-level anomaly detection. As shown,
our method shows SOTA results on Avenue, Shanghai, and USCD-
Ped2. AVG shows the average AUC value on the 3 datasets.
Year Method Avenue ShanghaiTech USCD-Ped2 AVG
2016 Del Giorno et al. [12] 78.3 - - -
2016 Hasan et al. [21] 70.2 60.9 90.0 73.7
2016 Zhang et al. [90] - - 91.0 -
2017 Hinami et al. [24] - - 92.2 -
2017 Ionescu et al. [74] 80.6 - 82.2 -
2017 Luo et al. [43] 81.7 68.0 92.2 -
2017 Ravanbakhsh et al. [56] - - 93.5 -
2017 Smeureanu et al. [69] 84.6 - - -
2017 Xu et al. [83] - - 90.8 -
2017 Chong et al. [8] 80.3 - 87.4 -
2018 Lee et al. [33] 87.2 - 96.5 -
2018 Liu et al. [40] 85.1 72.8 95.4 84.43
2018 Liu et al. [39] 84.4 - 87.5 -
2018 Ravanbakhsh et al. [55] - - 88.4 -
2018 Sultani et al. [70] - 76.5 - -
2019 Gong et al. [19] 83.3 71.2 94.1 82.86
2019 Ionescu et al. [26] 88.9 - - -
2019 Nguyen et al. [48] 86.9 - 96.2 -
2019 Vu et al. [77] 71.5 - 99.2 -
2019 Wu et al. [80] 86.6 - - -
2020 Dong et al. [13] 84.9 73.7 95.6 84.73
2020 Doshi et al. [14] 86.4 71.6 97.8 85.26
2020 Ji et al. [27] 78.3 - 98.1 -
2020 Park et al. [51] 88.5 70.5 97.0 85.33
2020 Ramachandra et al. [53] 72.0 - 88.3 -
2020 Ramachandra et al. [54] 87.2 - 94 -
2020 Tang et al. [72] 85.1 73.0 96.3 84.4
2020 Rodrigues et al. [58] 82.85 76.03 - -
2020 Chang et al. [6] 86.0 73.3 96.5 85.26
2021 Ano-Graph (Ours) 86.2 74.42 96.68 85.57

achieve great performance need either a prior knowledge
about normal distribution modes to fine-tune their cluster-
ing hyper-parameters or time scales. On the contrary, Ano-
Graph does not need any assumption on the selection of pa-
rameters such as T . It provides significantly more flexibility
compare to a large number of previous methods in modeling
long-term dependencies. Also, other methods can not eas-
ily get adapted to settings in which T is set to a large num-
ber. For instance, suppose GAN-based methods, They be-
come seriously unstable when the parameter T is increased.
Also, AE-based methods’ performance is susceptible to the
number of objects and scene complexities. This happens
because of their reconstruction based approach [67]. We,
however, try to use an object detector in combination with
a STG and SSL method to model these complexities in a
more powerful way.

4.4.2 Results on ADOC & Street Scene:

To further evaluate our method, we use the two most chal-
lenging recently introduced datasets. Surprisingly, some of
the very recent SOTAs that work pretty well on the conven-
tional datasets achieve near-random performance on these,
while our method shows much more reliable performance



Table 2. Comparison of our method with some of the best SOTAs using different standard criteria. As shown, our method reaches to a new
SOTA by a large margine of 16% on the 3 experiments average in AUC, Accuracy, and nlilo-Accuracy, which shows the applicability and
robustness of our method on this challenging dataset.The top two methods are in bold.

Experiment Year Method True Negative(↑) False Negative(↓) True Positive(↑) False Positive(↓) AUC(↑) Accuracy(↑) nlilo-Accuracy(↑)

Exp 1

2017 Chong et al. [8] 9831 16429 37726 714 84.6 73.5 69.8
2018 Sabokrou et al. D(R(x)) [64] 10432 53072 1083 113 25.7 17.8 29.9
2018 Sabokrou et al. D(x) [64] 10427 52970 1185 118 24.7 17.9 30.7
2018 Liu et al. [39] 7477 29166 24989 3068 60.5 50.1 58.3
2019 Gong et al. [19] 8381 35283 18872 2164 57.0 42.1 59.8
2020 Park et al. [51] 9082 43607 10548 1463 52.3 30.3 58.8

2021 Ano-Graph (Ours) 12348 13772 37989 591 84.22 77.8 72.6

Exp 2

2017 Chong et al. [8] 22226 514 20258 27402 64.1 60.3 81.9
2018 Sabokrou et al. D(R(x)) [64] 1187 191 20581 48441 38.3 30.9 62.7
2018 Sabokrou et al. D(x) [64] 1352 202 20570 48276 37.7 31.1 65.6
2018 Liu et al. [39] 49625 20766 6 3 34.6 70.4 58.3
2019 Gong et al. [19] 3080 608 20164 46548 40.7 33.0 59.6
2020 Park et al. [51] 12041 3239 17533 37587 52.2 42.0 65.1

2021 Ano-Graph (Ours) 27109 573 24706 18012 70.81 73.6 84.1

Exp 3

2017 Chong et al. [8] 53374 63426 11501 6799 44.5 48.0 30.9
2018 Sabokrou et al. D(R(x)) [64] 45071 14845 60082 15102 79.5 77.8 82.4
2018 Sabokrou et al. D(x) [64] 44415 19042 55885 15758 74.0 74.2 79.5
2018 Liu et al. [39] 47733 22835 52092 12440 72.7 73.8 82.4
2019 Gong et al. [19] 60173 74911 16 0 25.2 44.5 19.2
2020 Park et al. [51] 49589 23294 51633 10584 70.0 74.9 88.1

2021 Ano-Graph (Ours) 51937 18902 58035 6226 87.05 81.4 89.5

and reaches a new SOTA on both ones.

ADOC: As Table 2 shows, Ano-Graph passes the best-
reported method in frame-level AUC by at least 16% mar-
gin on the average of 3 experiments. Experiment. 1 con-
tains only day images, Experiment. 2 contains only night
images, and Experiment. 3 contains both day and night im-
ages for both train and test times. Our results show the sig-
nificant applicability of our method in different real-world
scenarios, which means learning semantic embeddings for
objects’ interactions independent of irrelevant variations.
As [52] suggests, extra evaluation metrics are also reported
on ADOC which shows the consistent superiority of our
method’s accuracy and nlilo-accuracy with respect to oth-
ers. Note that some methods have lower FP compare to
us, nonetheless, this happens because of the extreme imbal-
ance that exists towards normal samples in this dataset. The
results apparently show that these methods not only pro-
duce low FP but also low TP, which means they get over-
fitted on reporting every event as a normal one. Also, The
nlilo-Accuracy of such methods shows their mentioned de-
ficiency.

Street Scene: The performance of the proposed method
in comparison to the other SOTA methods is listed in Ta-
ble 3. Following [53], We also report the performance
of our method in terms of AUC, TBDR, and RBDR. As
can be seen, Ano-Graph achieves better results rather than
other SOTA methods by a considerable margin. The AUC,
TBDR, and RBDR are improved by ours to 8.19%, 9.91%,
and 16.7%, respectively. This outperforming is because of
focusing on object-level anomalous sample localization and
spatio-temporal modeling of the normal scene structures.

Table 3. TBDR, RBDR, and frame-level AUC in % on Street Scene
dataset. As shown, our method has significantly better perfor-
mance in all criteria and reaches to a new SOTA.The symbol(*)
means that we use their official implementation.
Year Method AUC TBDR RBDR
2017 Chong et al. [8]* 64.42 58.9 49.02
2018 Sabokrou et al. D(R(x)) [64]* 43.77 47.01 39.14
2018 Sabokrou et al. D(x) [64]* 41.57 46.15 36.72
2018 Sabokrou et al. [65]* 47.68 56.72 42.12
2018 Liu et al. [39]* 61.1 32.91 27.62
2019 Gong et al. [19]* 55.72 49.12 30.12
2020 Park et al. [51]* 51.07 38.18 29.7
2021 Ano-Graph (Ours) 72.61 68.81 65.72

4.5. Running Time

As our method consists of two different parts, we re-
port their execution times separately. For the object de-
tection part, as mentioned above, Faster-RCNN has been
used that is significantly slower than SOTA object detec-
tion methods such as YOLOv4 [5]. The execution time of
Faster-RCNN on GeForce GTX 1080 Ti is about 8 frames
per second (FPS). However, it could get faster by substitut-
ing YOLOv4 to above 20FPS [5]. The rest of the method
has significantly low execution time. It takes the amortized
value of about 0.00198 second for each object to be detected
as anomaly or normal. This means STG generation and
anomalous interaction detection is extremely fast and can
be done in real-time even for almost all crowded scenes.

5. Ablation Studies
Independent effects of spatial and temporal interac-

tions: We conduct two experiments on different datasets to



show the effectiveness of joint modeling of spatio-temporal
interactions. As the Table 4 shows, considering both kinds
of interactions is necessary for well-encapsulating the con-
tent of videos and gets better test time AUC by a large mar-
gin of 7% to 10% with respect to each dataset.

Table 4. As it is shown in the table, both spatial and temporal in-
teractions are necessary for achieving the best results.

Interaction Avenue UCSD-Ped2
Spatial 70.42 84.21

Temporal 76.62 89.41
Spatio-Temporal 86.24 96.68

Effect of making local test time graphs: In this exper-
iment, we try to assess the performance of our method by
making different local test time graphs using the length pa-
rameter i. We change i from 1 to 20 and report the test time
accuracy on Avenue dataset without any retraining. Av-
enue’s videos have 25 frames per second. As it is shown
in the Table 5, large numbers of i achieve almost better re-
sults, which approves the usability of our method for mod-
eling long-term dependencies. Besides this help users to
dynamically change the test time period on demand.

Table 5. As it is shown in the table, the more global a graph is
made, the better AUC values are achieved. Parameter i shows the
number of previous or next frames are used for this experiment.

Time Scale Avenue
i = 1 83.32
i = 3 84.12
i = 5 84.69
i = 10 85.37
i = 15 85.52

Visualization of node embeddings: We performed an
analysis on the embeddings learned by the Ano-Graph al-
gorithm to better understand its properties. The Avenue is
chosen as the training dataset due to its small number of
nodes which significantly aiding clarity. Fig. 3, depicts

−→
hi

values of test time samples using t-SNE [75] with its de-
fault settings. Color is set in correspondence with the in-
put’s anomaly score. As it is shown, our method not only
produces significantly higher scores for the abnormal inter-
actions but also they are geometrically dense and separated.
This supports our primary assumption about achieving se-
mantic space for normal interactions.

Data Efficiency: We compare the data efficiency of our
method with one of the SOTA on UCSD dataset. We re-
duce the number of training frames from 10% to 50% by
random discarding and report the results of Ano-Graph in
comparison with MNAD [51]. As Fig. 4 shows, despite
the better performance of MNAD when 100% of frames are
used, its performance decreases significantly and stays 7%

below of Ano-Graph when 50% of the frames are discarded.
This shows our method’s data efficiency that makes it more
applicable for real-world scenarios.

High

Low

Color

Figure 3. Visualization of node embeddings (
−→
hi) for test time sam-

ples when the graph is trained on the Avenue dataset. The color
of each sample sets with respect to the discriminator’s anomaly
score. As it is shown anomalous interactions have higher anomaly
scores and have been separated geometrically from normal ones,
which supports our assumption of obtaining semantic representa-
tion space for different normal contexts and abnormal ones.
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Figure 4. The performance of our method in comparison with
MNAD on UCSD when 10% to 50% of the training frames are ran-
domly discarded. The performance of MNAD decreases roughly
2.5 times faster than Ano-Graph.

6. Discussion and Conclusion
In this work, we have proposed a novel anomaly detec-

tion approach based on a SSL method and a STG, present-
ing comprehensive results on five datasets Avenue, Shang-
haiTech, UCSD-Ped2, ADOC, and Street Scene. Exper-
iments and ablation studies show that we not only pass
SOTA by a large margin but also we are more flexible, data
efficient, and robust compared to others. Also, we believe
Ano-Graph could make a new perspective towards Early
Anomaly Prediction. For instance, it seems obvious that
2 cars are going to crash by considering their direction and
speed before it really happens. Ano-Graph could be easily
adapted to all kinds of these scenarios as well.
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